Introduction. Let A' be a Markov process. Let X* be the process obtained from a random time change in a subprocess of X. Then obviously the hitting distributions of X* are dominated by those of X. It has been naturally conjectured that the converse is true under broad conditions. The exact statement of the converse would be as follows: if two Markov processes are such that the hitting distributions of X dominate those of X*, then there is a process Y obtained from a random time change in a subprocess of X that is equivalent to X*. The conjecture is proved by Sur [6] in case Zis a Brownian motion process and X* is a standard process. This paper deals with the very general case where X and X* are Hunt processes with a locally compact separable metric space as their common state space. (Our definition of a Hunt process agrees essentially with that of a standard process.) The conjecture is proved true under a trivially necessary condition, provided a slight change in the definition of a subprocess is allowed (see §1). Our method is to construct a multiplicative functional of X which induces a process with the same hitting distributions as X*. When the state space of X* is a proper subspace of that of X which is a locally compact separable metric space, it seems that no difficulty would arise in obtaining a similar result with the same techniques.
1. Preliminaries and the main result. Let £ be a locally compact separable metric space. Let EA = Eu {A} be the one-point compactification of E. Denote by âS and 3SA respectively the Borel fields of E and EA. A Hunt process X with E as its state space is a structure (O, J(, X(t) , Px, 6t) where Q is a set (the sample space), J( a cr-field on O, X(t), 0¿t<oo, are random variables on (Q, J() taking values in EA, Px, xeEA, probability measures on Jt with Px(X(Q)=x)= 1, and 6t, 0^i<oo, operators on D satisfying X(s)(dt) = X(s+t). For each co e Ü, the path function t^ Xt(w) = X(t, w) = X(t)(cü) is right continuous and has a left limit at every t, and X(t, a>)=A if /;> tr(co) = inf {s \ X(s)= A}, the lifetime of o¡. Let ^t be the a-field generated by X(s), s-¿t and ^ that generated by X(t), i<oo. For each Presented to the Society, October 30, 1965 ; received by the editors September 1, 1966. i1 ) This is essentially the author's doctoral dissertation at the University of Washington written under the supervision of Professor R. M. Blumenthal, to whom the author wishes to express his deep gratitude for encouragement and advice. Some improvement has been made while the author held an ONR Research Associateship in Mathematics at Cornell University.
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x->PX(A) is á?A-measurable. For a probability measure //. on âSA (¡j. will always denote such a measure) />" is defined on 'S by P"(A) = J" />*(A)^(é/a-). Let ^" be the /'"-completion of ^, and let 3F be the intersection of 'S" over all ¡j.. Let Jb e the cr-field of sets A satisfying the condition that, for each /x, there exist Ax e ^( and A2 6 ^ with /"*(A2) = 0 and (A -Aj) u (Aj -A) <= A2. A stopping time T is a function from Q to [0, oo] such that {T< í}eJ^ for every t. For a stopping time T, =^ (7) denotes the a-field of sets A ei*" satisfying A n {7<i} eJ, for every t. If 0 is a bounded real-valued immeasurable function and T a stopping time, then Ex{<f>(6T); A n [T<oe]} = Ex{Exm(<f>); A n [r<oo]} for all Ae/(J), This is the strong Markov property of X. If Tn are stopping times increasing to T, then A^T,,) converge to X(T) a.e. on {T<a}, where a.e. means a.e. Px for every x. This is called the quasi-left continuity of X. Note that it is not required that X satisfies the stronger form of quasi-left continuity that the above convergence holds a.e. on {r<oo}. Thus our definition of a Hunt process agrees with that of a standard process.
For an analytic subset A of E and x e E, the hitting distribution HA(x, •) is defined on » by HA(x, B)=PX(X(TA) e B, TA<oe), where rA = inf{/>0 | X(t) e A} is the hitting time of A. A point x is regular for A if PX(TA = 0)= 1, and irregular if otherwise. A point x e E is a holding point if it is irregular for E-{x}. The set of holding points will be denoted by H. The points in /=£-//are called instantaneous points. A holding point is called a trap if HE_lx}(x, £) = 0. Let T be a stopping time á o such that T(0t) = T-t on {t< T}. Let Z(t) = X{t) on {? < T} and = A elsewhere.
Then Z=(Í2, Ji,Z{t), Px, 9t) is again a Hunt process, whose state space is E' = {x e E | P*(r>0)= 1}. (If A is only a strong Markov process then so is Z.) Such a process is called a subprocess of X. A multiplicative functional M of X is a real-valued function on [0, oo) x Q. such that (i) / -> M(t)(oe) = M(t, ou) is right continuous, nonincreasing and taking values in [0, 1] for almost all oe, (ii) M(t) is J^O-measurable, and (iii) M(s +1) = M(t)[M(s)(6t)] a.e. If M is a multiplicative functional such that M(t) = 0 on {o^t}, then one can define a Markov process Y in the manner of [5, p. 142 ] from X and M. Y has E'= {x e E | /,Ä(M(0)= 1)= 1} as its state space. The transition function q(t, x, B), x e E'', B e S3 n £", of Y is given by £*{A/(0; X{i) e B} and its hitting distribution //J(x, 5), x e E, A <=£", is equal to EX{M(TA)\ X{TA) e B, TA-<cd) where A' = (E-E') u /4. Such a process we will also call a subprocess of X.
For a summary of the basic definitions and facts of the theory of Hunt processes we refer the reader to §1 of [4] or §2 of [1] . A discussion of multiplicative functionals can be found in [3] , [6] or Chapter 10 of [2] .
Let us consider two Hunt processes X and X* with E as their common state space. For notational convenience suppose X and X* are defined on the same sample space (O, Jt) and by the same random variables X(t). Thus we write X* = (Q, Jt, X{t\ *PX, 6t). Let *PU, J^*, SFf, &%, H$(x, B), H* and /* be defined from the probability measures *PX in the same manner as P", Jr, etc. are defined from Px; a.e. * will mean a.e. *PX for every x. If if is sub-a-field of !F iß7*), y* (y*«) wju denote the <j-field of sets A such that there exist A1 e £f and A2 g J^ (A2 e &*) with P"(A2) = 0 (*P"(A2) = 0) and (A -At) U (Ax -A) c A2. Note that this definition agrees with a previous one if £f=(g. For AcQ, ^nA ={Ai n A | Ai 6 y}. Let fé'o be the set of real continuous functions on E vanishing at infinity.
Our basic hypotheses are: A. H$(x, ■)^HK(x, •) for every compact subset K of E and x e E.
B. If x is a trap for X*, then x e H.
The main result is the following Theorem. Under hypotheses A and B there exists a multiplicative functional M of X such that EX{M(TA); X(TA) e B, TA<oo} = H$(x, B) for all x e E, analytic subsets A of E and Be 38.
Obviously the multiplicative functional M in the theorem must satisfy M(0) = 1 a.e. Px for all x e E, and we may assume M(t)=0 on {ct^/}. Thus the subprocess Y of X induced by M has E as its state space and has the same hitting distributions (on analytic subsets of E) as X*. One can then appeal to the result of [1] to obtain a random time change in Y which induces a process equivalent to X*.
A remark about the hypotheses : if the result of the theorem holds and if x e I, then x is not a trap for X*, since Hí-W(x, E) = Ex{M(TE.ix)); X(TB.{X)) e E, Ts.ix) < co} = 1.
Thus hypothesis B is necessary. Hypothesis A implies that HZ(x, ■ ) ¿ HA(x, ■ ) for all analytic subsets A of E. This is a result of the fact that, in a Hunt process, the hitting time of an analytic set can be approximated by the hitting time of its compact subsets.
Let us choose a metric p on EA. Let reg A (reg* A) be the set of regular points for A relative to X (X*). We will now prove two immediate results of hypotheses A and B. Proposition 1.1. H=H*. Proof . If x e H, then H%_ lx)(x, {x}) ¿ HE _ {x¡(x, {x}) = 0, and hence x cannot be in /*. So Hch*.
Suppose x e H*. \fH^{x)(x, E-{x}) = 0, then x is a trap for X* and so x e H by hypothesis B. If Hg_{x)(x, E-{x})>0, then HE-lx)(x, E-{x})>0
and so xf I. So H*<=H. Proposition 1.2. If K is a compact subset of E, then reg Â>reg* K.
Proof. If x e K, then trivially x $ reg K and also x $ reg* K. Suppose x e K, If x g H=H*, then of course x g reg K n reg* K. Suppose x e I-I*. Let Dn = Ku{y\llnïp(x,y)èP(x,A)l2}.
C.-T. SHIH [October Then we clearly have: HDn(x, {x})= 1 for all n if and only if x e reg K, //*"(*, {x}) = 1 for all n if and only if x e reg* K and //*"(*, Dn) f 1 as n -*■ oo. These conditions and hypothesis A imply that x e reg ^ if and only if x e reg* K. The proof is complete.
2. Partitioning of the state space and a family of stopping times. A pair (?U, ~f) will be called a partition of E if '%={U1,..., f/p} is a finite covering of E by open subsets of E, and ■J^"=s{F1,..., Vp} is an (ordinary) partition of £ by Borel sets with Vt <= i/j for all /'. A partition (<$t, "T) of £ is a refinement of another partition (<&', V) if, whenever Vt e y, U¡ e W, and Vt n U',¿ 0, we have í/¡c í/;. It is easily checked that being a refinement of is a transitive relation among partitions {<W, -T) of £. For a family # of subsets of £ let |<Br| be the sup over t/e <2r of diam C/=sup {p(x, v) \ x, y e U}. The following observation is basic to our study. Proposition 2.1. There exists a sequence {%w, i^M), «=1,2,..., of partitions ofE such that (i) |^<n,| < \ In for all n, (ii) (<^<n), y(n)) » a refinement of (Wim\ -T™) ifmSn, and(iii) V¡n)= Uin)-\J\z\ Uf for alln andi> 1.
Proof. For each n choose a finite covering #"<tl) of £ consisting of open subsets of £ such that |#"<n)| < 1/« (note that p is a metric on EA) and #"<B) is closed w.r.t. finite intersection. Define <W(n) inductively by setting ^(i) = #"<1> and $r<n + 1> ={UX n t/2 | t/j e <8r<n) and I/a e #-<»+»} for»£ 1. Clearly each <Tn>is closed w.r.t. finite intersection. Enumerate numbers of ^<n) as U(i\ ..., £/¿n) in such a manner that i£j whenever U¡n><= Uf\ Let Vín)=Uín) and V\n)= C/((n)-U5-î t/JB) for /> 1.
(i) and (iii) are immediate. We now show (<#<n+", y<»+») refines (<rn), y(tt>). Suppose x e K^1» n £/<">. We need to show t/,<n + 1)c £/jn). It is clear that U¡n+1) = P| {Í/ e ^(n + 1) I x e [/}. On the other hand t/!n+1)= [A n i/2 for some t/j e <Tn> and i/2 e W^ + 1\ Since x e £/jn) nU2e <W(n + 1\ we have i/{n + " <= £/jn) n £/2<z i/jn). This proves (^<n + 1), y+ ») is a refinement of (<8r(n), y<n)), and it follows from transitivity that (Wn\ y(n)) refines (?/<m), y<m>) if w < n. It remains to show («r00, y(n>) is a refinement of itself. But this is obvious since if x e V¡n) n i/jn), then U\n) = P| {£/e ^(?,) |xei/}c Uf\ We choose a sequence {{%in\ -TM)} of partitions of £ satisfying the conditions in the above proposition. Let us define a family of stopping times as follows. First, for each n let T(n) = TS-^») if A^O) e V¡n\ and = oo if ^(0) = A.
It is clear that each T(n) is a stopping time (for both processes X and X*-as is every stopping time to be defined in the sequel). Let -n be the first uncountable ordinal. For each n define inductively stopping times 7£n), a<n, as follows: Un) = 0; 7^1 = T(an) + T(n\6Tw) if r<n) < 00, and =00 if T(an> = 00; 7£n) = sup r<n) if a is a limit ordinal. The right continuity of path functions implies that r(n)>0 and hence T¡¡l¿1>T£l) provided T"n)<oo. It follows that for each oe there is a<-rr such that T%i\w) = co.
Also, a standard argument shows that for each ¿¿ there exists ß<n such that /"W < 00)=*p«(77) < 00)=0.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Proposition 2.2. Let m<n and o> e D. If X(0, w) e U¡m\ then, for some a, Proof. We may assume TE_c/[»>(a>) <oo. Then y0 = sup{y | T(yn)(w)^TE_u\"Xw)}<tt and T%\ü>) STE. of»(cö). If the equality does not hold, then x = X(T%X<»), tu) g £//n).
(Note that x=A. implies rB_u(-»)(aj) = oo.) Suppose xg K/n). Then since (aU(n\ "T<n)) is a refinement of (^<m), *"<m)) we have £/jn) <= t//"". This implies Tin\6TMW) STE-[;<"•)(öj.wcu) and hence ^"^(tujár^^»»^), a contradiction. and also in PCT™)* n ¿F(rr(n>)*. Proof. The case T^iw) = t is trivial and we may assume 7£m,(<*0 > t. Let a0 = sup{a1 I TgXw)£t}. Then 7™(«,) ^ ?< 7™ ¿a.). Suppose XÇrgXa,), w) g F/m>. Then X(t, w) e í//m) and T%¡\ x -1 is the first time 0tw hits £-J7,(m). Now Proposition 2.2 implies that r¿™>+1(cy)-í=ryn>(oícu) for some y. This proves the case when a=oe0 + L The case when a>a0 + l is then easy to see.
For a compact subset K of E, we can define stopping times in terms of T^n) to approximate TK. Let Tn = mï{T™<u | if X{T™) e V¡n) then r/,(n) n^0} and A.-infpry»|iy»fc:r»}. and a.e*.
Proof. {Rn<t} = {J«<ARn = Tr<t}. Now {Rn = T™} = {T™£TK>7™ for all y<a) e &(T™). Hence {Rn = T™< t} e &(t). From the fact that for each ¡x. there exists ß such that Pu(T(ßn}<oo) = 0 we see that {Rn<t} e^(t). Similarly {Rn<t} e¿F(t)*. Hence Rn is a stopping time. Suppose K<=I=I*. It follows from the strong Markov property that, a.e. (a.e.*) on {rK<oo}, there is an arbitrarily small S>0 such that X(TK)^X(TK + S). Clearly if X(t, oj)^X(t+8, w) then there exists some (n, a) such that t<T{an)(oj)^t+8. Hence Rn j TK a.e. and a.e.*.
3. Some measurability lemmas. For each positive integer n and countable ordinal y, let =3T(«, y) be the <j-field generated by sets of the form {X(nn>) e B, Hn) < oo}, Be BA, S =£ y.
Since {X(T\ny) e B, 7f> < oo} e ^{T¡n)) and, for 8 < y, ^{T¡n)) c 3F{T?\ Jf{n, y) is a sub-cr-field of ^{Jf\ Also, Jt(n, y)^Jf(n, r') whenever y</.
Lemma 3.1. //má«, íAe« {T™ = T™ < oo} e Jf(n, y).
Proof. We prove by induction on both y and a. The induction hypothesis is that {T^ = T^ <oo} e Jif(n,y') whenever y'<y and a <tt, or y'=y and a'<a. Since the case a = 0 is trivial we assume a >0. If a has a predecessor a, then {27" = nm) < oo} = U ({5T = n-' < oo} n (J {X(TP) e V¡m; y <y i X(TP) e Etf» for y' < 8 < y; X(T?>) e £-£/,<»», nn) < oo})
e Jf(», y).
If a has no predecessor, then !T¿m) = sup{r¿7" [ </<«}. Now for </<7r, {7^' < £<"> < oo} = {r<n) < oo} n U W = 2T < oo} e jf (», y).
Hence if a' < n, then {£y(n> < T^} = {J'"» < oo} -{!$•> = r<n) < ao}-{Tp1 < T™ < oo} e jT(n, y).
It follows that {rf = i™ < oo} = {77° < oo} -{rr < r<B) < oo} -{7™ < r¿m)} = {r<n> < oo}-{r¿m> < 7T> < oo} -u {r<n) < r^»} e ^r(«, y).
This completes the proof. For the rest of this section let m and a>0 be fixed. For «SO and y<7r let R(rn) = mm{Trm + n\ T™}. Note that for each /x there exists ß<n such that £WW< r¿m>) = *P"(/?í")<ram)) = 0. Let JS^O". a) be the <r-field generated by sets
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use of the form {J(fif»)eÄ, Ryn)<ao} or {X(T(am))eB, r<m,<oo}, where Be3SA and y<TT. Let Jfnim, a) be the smallest a-field containing all Jfn{m, a), «äO. Note that Corollary 3.2. ¿rn(m, a) n {T^m) = TyM+n)<oo}cje(m + n, y).
Proof. If A = {X(T™) g B, Tim)<oo} then A n {r¿m) = r<m + n) < oo} = {X(Tym + n)) e B, Tf> = Tym + n) < oo} g M?(m + n, y)
by Lemma 3.1. Let A = {X(RyV)eB, /}<?>< co}. If y'gy then A n {T(am) = Tym + n) < oo} = {A'(7'ym + n)) g B, T™ = Tym + n) < oo} g Jf(m + n, y).
If y < y', then
A n {7Ï»> = r<m + n) < oo} = {A'(ryri+'l>) g 5, T™ = r<m+,,> < 00} g jr(m + ii, y).
The corollary follows. and it follows from (i) that they are ^ + 1-sets.
(iii) Suppose A = {X(R™) eB, R(yn)<ao} where Be38A and y<n. Then A is the union of Aj = {A-(nm)) g B, Tim)<oo} n {7,<m)á7?"+',>} and A2 -{AY7<m + n)) g B, T(ym + n) < 00} n {rym + n) < T<m)}.
C.-T. SHIH [October Let ß be such that /,"(7y+n+1,<oo)=0. We have Aj. -TXU (J {{X(T¡r+n+1))eB, T¡m+n+1) < 00} r\{Tym + n) ^ 7lm+n+1) < 00} r\{T™ = T¡m + n+v < 00}), A2 = T2 u (J ({X(T¡m+n + 1)) e B, rjm+n + 1) < 00} n {rf+n) = T¡m + n+1) < 00} n{T¡m+n+1) < T™}),
where F1 and T2 are ^"-sets contained in {7'¿m+n+1)<oo}. Now (jOn + n) = jtm + n + l) < oe} and /T'im + n + l) < j'im + n) y(m + n + l> < qq! _ ry(m + n) _ T"(m + n + l) < qqI ijjj'dn + n + l) < J'fm + n) ') are in ¿F(m + n +1, 8) (see Lemma 3.1) . It follows from (ii) that A± and A2 are in JW+ ! and hence so is A. This proves J^n <=■ J?£+1 and the lemma follows. Proof. Since {Rn = T™<o}={TKíT¡?)<<j}-{Ja.<a{TK£7Ty«>}, it suffices to show that {TKúTF><o}EJPm(m,ay* for all <*'£«• Let Tn = inf{77"<a | if X(T¡n)) e K/n) then t/,<n) n K+ 0}. By Proposition 2.5 Tn f 7* or a a.e. P*. Hence we need only to show {Tn á T^ <c}e Jifx(m, a)£* for a' ^a, n ^ wj. Let n ^ w and let ß be such that P*(7$B> < 00)=0. We have (3.1) {Tn g jy> < a} = r u u {r" = 7T g r<7> < CT}
where T is an #"-set contained in {r|n) < 00}. Now {T™ ^ 7^» < <x} is the union of Urs«<í {2T1 = 7?° < <t} and a subset (in J5") of {77> < 00}. Since for «' < a {77"> = nn) < o-} = {7T = r¿n> < a, Tf> < 7*"'} e jf («, 8) 4. A martingale. In this section we make an additional hypothesis : (a) both X and X* satisfy the stronger form of quasi-left continuity, i.e., if stopping times Tn increase to T, then X(Tn)^ X(T) a.e. (a.e.*) on {r<oo}, and (b) *(*)-> A a.e. and a.e.* as t -> 00. However, the following proposition depends only on hypothesis A.
Proposition 4.1. Given a partition i^l, ~f) of £, there is a 38 x ^-measurable function e: E x E -*■ [0, 1 ] such that //|_ üt{x, E) = \B e(x, y)HE _ 0i(x, dy) if x e Vf.
Proof. For xeE, Be 38 let q(x, B) = HE.Vi(x, B) and q*(x, B) = HÍ-u,(x, B), where i is such that x e Vt. For each B, q(x, B) and q*(x, B) are ^-measurable in x. (This seems to be a standard fact ; however, it is a special case of Proposition 5.1.) By hypothesis A, q*(x, )^q(x, •) as measures on 38 and hence q*(x, •) is absolutely continuous with respect to q(x, ■). Since 38 is countably generated, it follows from a well-known theorem that there is a real-valued function e defined on ExE, measurable over 38x38, such that q*(x, B) = $B e(x, y)q{x, dy) for all x e E, B e 38. Obviously we may assume 0 ¿ e ^ 1. Proposition 4.2. For wery xe£ and for every A e 3f(n, y) n {ryn) < <r} (4.1) *PX(A) = Ex{M{n, y); A}.
Proof, (i) We first prove (4.1) for A of the form {X{Un)) e B0, X(Tyn)) e Blt T(yn) < <x}. If x <£ B0, both sides of (4.1) are zero. Hence we assume x e B0, in which case it suffices to let A = {X(T<n)) e Bu T™ < oo}. Let us define for x g E, 0 < 8 < tt measures vXt6 and i>*( on 38 by setting vx6(B) = Ex{M(n, 8) ; X(T¡>n)) e B, Tf < o} and v*,ô(B) = *Px(X(T^) e B, T¡n)<a). We show inductively vx,6 = v*¡6 for all x and 8. Hence we have proved (4.1) for a big enough class of sets to guarantee that (4.1) holds for all A e Jf(n, y) n {7"<n) < a}.
For each m and «>0 we define a sequence {M(n)(m, a), n=0, 1,2,...} of functions on Q by setting M(n)(m, a) = M(m + n, X(m, a,m + ri)).
Recall that A(m, a, m+«) = inf{y | Tym + n) = Wn)}. Note that Mm(m, a) = 0 on {I^fca}.
Lemma 4.3. Mw(m, a) is measurable over ^fn(m, a)* for every it.
Proof. Mw(m, a) = M(m + n, y) on Ay = {T™ = Tyn + n) <oo}. Now Ay = {R™+1 < oo, X(RfU) = X(R™) * X(R(n for all 8 < y} eJ?n(m, a).
Hence H(m + n, y) n Ay e Jfn(m, a). Since M(m + n, y) is Jf(m + n, y)-measurable, its restriction to Ay is measurable over Jf(m + n, y) n Ay. It follows that the function 2ySÄ MinXm, a)IAy is 3Vn{m, a)-measurable for every ß. (IA is the indicator function of A.) But this function differs from Mw(m, a) on a subset of {^n) < T¿m)}. Hence the lemma follows from the fact that there exists ß such that {Rf < T^m)} is a /""-null set. Proof. We have seen that Min) = MinXm, a) is measurable over Jfn(m, a)e* and Jfn{m, a)e" ^Jfn + 1(m, a)s". Trivially EX{M(n)} < oo for all n. It remains to show that, for every A g Jfn(m, a), Ex{M(n); A} = Ex{M(n + 1); A}. Since M(n)(w, a) = 0 on {T^m)^a}, we may assume Ac{r<"'«7}.
In view of Lemma 3. Proof, (i) follows from Theorem 4.6 and the martingale convergence theorem, (ii) is trivial, and (iii) is a result of Corollary 4.4. If A g Jfn(m, af* n {T™ < a}, then Ex{Min'\m, a); A} = *PX(A) for all n'^n. As n' -> oo we obtain from (i) that Ex{Mm(m, a); A} = *PX(A). (ii) follows from this and the fact that J^n(m, a)£* increases with n.
5. Removal of the additional hypothesis in 4. In this section we will obtain functions A/°°(/r7, a) satisfying Corollary 4.7 without the additional hypothesis in the previous section. Now it follows from the quasi-left continuity that {7Tl)<cr}c{i21<(7}and T[n)= Qx a.e. and a.e.* on {Qx <a). By the definitions of 77° and Qa we then have T¡¡,n) = Qa a.e. and a.e.* on {T¡¡n)<a} u {Qa<a}. The lemma immediately follows.
Let n be fixed for a while. Denote by y the set of limit ordinals ¿y. We will define inductively functions if: Ü. -> [0, 1], y a limit ordinal, satisfying: + Ex{M'(n, y); X(Tf) e B, Tf < a}.
Let k -> 00. Then the first terms on both sides of the above inequality approach 0.
Thus we have *Px(X(Tf) e B, Tf < a) ^ Ex{M'(n, y); X(Tf) e B, Tf<a} for Be vf. The lemma follows. over 38x38, such that *P*(Af(7T) e B, 7T < a) = J gy(x, >>)£*{M'(«, y); *(£<">) e dy, 7™ < °} = Ex{gy(X(0), X(T?))M'(n, y); *(7?B>) E B, 7™ < a} for all x e E and Be38.
Let 8m be such that ym + 8m = y. Suppose göm is also defined and satisfies Lemma 5.3 with 8m replacing y throughout. Let r¡m=gim(X(T%>), W™)) on {Tyn) < a} and = 0 elsewhere. Let 3#"{n, ym) be the a-field generated by Jif(n, ym) and sets of the form {AW») e/?, T^<o}. Proof. It suffices to show that for A=A1n{X(Tyn))eB,Tyn)<a}, where Ai e Jf(n, ym) n {Tg<a} and Be 38, Ex{r,mM'(«, y); A} = *P*(A). From the previous proposition and the induction hypotheses we have Ex{VmM'(n, y); A} = Ex{M(n, ym)Ex^[g6m(X(0), X(T™))M'(n, y);
X{Tf) e B, Tyn) < a]; Ai} = *Ex{*PX(Ty»XX(T™) e B, £<n) < a); AJ = *PX(A1 n {X(Tyn)) e B, Tyn) < a}) = *PX{A).
Let ¿*B)=lim infm-.oo r¡m. Then by the martingale convergence theorem r¡m ~> ¿;yn)
a.e. as m -> oo. We claim that £yn) satisfies (5.1). (i) of (5.1) is obvious, and (iii) is a result of the facts that i}m-»-ft") a.e. and that Ex{tlmM'(n, y); A} = *£*(A) for A e Jf '(«, yp) n {Tyn)<a],p^m. To show (ii), note that &\9&) = \imin{g6.m(X(TiïrJ, X(T¡*)) m-* °o on {T¡n)<<j}, where y'i< ■ ■ ■ <y'm f y and y^ + S^y'. Let {y"} be the increasing sequence formed by {ym} and {S+y^} and let ym + 8" = y. Then Proposition 5.4 implies g6.A[X{T^), X(T¡n))) converges a.e. on {7<n) < a}. This proves îf{eT^) = èyn) a.e. on {r^n)<oo}.
Thus by induction we have the following proposition, in which y need not be a limit ordinal because of a previous remark. a.e. on {T™ < oo}.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 6.5 and the facts that, with w" = max {m, m'}, Tim\<o) = TfXto) and T^'Xd^co) = Tp"XBT^w) (if £¿m)(ou) < oo) for some y and y', and that for a fixed x, there is a ß such that Px{T^m") <oo}=0.
Proposition 6.6. M(-,a>) is right continuous on /(ou) a.e. Px{dw)for every x.
Proof. We show first that for every x, M{ ■, ou) is right continuous at 0 a.e.
Px(dw). If x £ /, this follows from Lemmas 6.3 and 6.4. IfxeH, it follows from the fact that, a.e. Px(du>), there exists 8>0 such that 7lm)(tu)>s for all m. Now let (m, a) be fixed. The strong Markov property and the above fact imply that M(Tim">)(0T™) -+ 1 a.e. on {T™ < oo, 2T'>(0ro»>) jOasm'^ oo}. It then follows from Corollary 6.5 that M(-, ou) is right continuous at r¿m)(to) a.e. Px(da>) for every x. Since for a fixed x there is a ß such that Px{T^m) < oo) = 0 for all m, the proposition follows.
7. The multiplicative functional-when the processes have no holding points. In this section we assume //=//* = 0, i.e., both processes have no holding points. Proof. We show first that Ot g 3\. For an arbitrary p. let ß be such that P"{Tlßm) <ao}=0 for all m. Then 4>( = {x(t) = A} u (n Ü U {t á tí* < /+i/*}) u r, where T is a subset of Um = i {7"im> < oo}, a P"-null set in &. Since ñÜUIíá 7T < í+l/^eñ ^(/-h/*) = r(t), Since this function differs from M(kXRn) only on a subset of n-(Jy<í ($¡(", y) u ^f(«, y))c {7¿n) < oo}, A/<fc >(■«") is measurable over &{t+\\ky.
p being arbitrary, M(kXRn) is measurable over ^(t+l/k). The proof is thus complete.
We will now show that the restriction of M to [0, oo) x Q, which we will still call M, is a multiplicative functional of X and has the desired property. The assumption H= 0 implies that for every x and t, Px({X(t) e £}-fl>()=0. This fact will be strongly used in the next proof. holds a.e. Obviously we need only to show the equality holding a.e. on {s + t<a}. Since {s+t < a} = {X(s + t)eE} = {X(s + t) e £} n {X{t) e £}, Px({s+t < o}-®tn<bs + t) á p*({X(t)eE}-®t)+Px({X(s + t)eE}-<I>s+t) = 0.
Thus it suffices to show that (7.1) holds a.e. on Os n 4>s+i n {s+t<a}. For each n define Pn as in the proof of Proposition 7.1, and define R'n as Rn except that t is replaced by s+t, i.e., K = inf{£y(n) | T^^s+t) on i>s + i and = sup{77l) \T™<s + t} elsewhere. On Ot n <Ds+t, Rn^R'n, although both may be a.e. on í>t n í>s+t n {í + í<ct} (regard A/(Sn)(0RJ as zero if Rn = co). In view of Corollary 2.4, for each n and ou e <î>t n <î>s +, there exist S"(ou) ^ 8¡,(ou) ^ -n such that JRn(ou) = / + r^¿)1)(6>íou) and R'n(a>) = t + Tp/01]XOt<»). For a fixed x choose ß such that _p*(7^n + 2) < qqJ = o It ¡s easy to see that ¡f T(n + 2)^) = QQ then g^ and 8;^) can be chosen ^ß. Now from Lemma 6.4 and the Markov property we have M(7?B+l>X0t) = [Mi^+^X^JtM^^X^»*^,)] a.e. Px on {r^n+1)(ö()<oo} whenever y + y"=y'. It follows that (7.3) M(7i?+i>)(0t) = [M(n:+im)}iM(TíviyWú*+iw<)]
a.e. P* on {P"^oo} n <D( n <Ds+i, where S;(cu) is defined by 8n(ou) + 8¡(ou) = S;(ou).
Now the second factor on the right side of (7.3) is exactly M(Sn)(6Rn). It is clear that T£ + 1X0i) = Rn-t I 0 and r¿B+1>(0t)=J?B-í j s on <D, n 4>,+t n {j + /<a}.
Since by the Markov property M(t'){6t) is right continuous in t' a.e. Px, M(nnn + »)(9t) -* 1 and M(T^)(6t) -> A/(s)(0() a.e. P* on <Dt n 3>s+i n {s + t<a} as « -> oo. Thus (7.2) follows from (7.3), and this completes the proof of (7.1) and hence of the theorem. Proof. If K<^I, the theorem follows from the proof of Theorem 7.4. If K^H, it is a result of Corollary 8.4 and the fact that M(TK) = M(S1) = N(S1) a.e. In general we find compact Km^K n H and compact K'm^K n I such that TKm \ TKnH and TK'm I TKn, a.e. Px and a.e. *PX so that TKmUKin j TK a.e. P* and a.e. *PX as w -*■ oo. It then suffices to show (8.1) ^{MÍT^J; tfPWJ e 5, TV.«*.. < co} = H$"uK¿x, B)
for all B. Let rn = inf{72B> < a | AT(rin)) £ K/n) => (7/n) n (Km u ATJ^ 0}. Let TV be 8'2) = £-{M(Pn)£x<rn>{M(7JrJ; X(TKJ £ 5, £*" < oo}; X(Tn) eF,Tn< a} + Ex{M(Tn)Ex^{M{TK.m); X(TKi)eB, Tn < oo}; X(Tn) e £', Tn < a}.
Now it follows from the quasi-left continuity that Px(TKm<TK.m, X(Tn) e F) -> 1 and Px(TKm<TKm, X(Tn) e £') -> 1 as n -> oo, with similar convergences holding when *PX replaces Px. Applying the bounded convergence theorem we obtain (8.1) from (8.2). Thus the theorem is proved.
